
Prepare for new technology updates
Transform your tools, products, and services
Improve your end-user experiences 
Join solutions for a stronger infrastructure

Why Innovate in the Cloud

The Cloud Adoption Framework (CAF) for Azure is proven guidance designed to help you create
and implement the business and technology strategies necessary for your organization to
succeed in the cloud. CAF provides best practices, documentation, and tools that cloud
architects, IT professionals, and business decision-makers need to successfully achieve short-
term and long-term objectives. Each phase of the CAF is part of a broad cloud adoption lifecycle.

Reduce your CapEx costs
Reduce your vendor and technical complexity 
Optimize to support internal demands
Scale to meet new goals and objectives

Why Adopt the Cloud

The Forsyte Cloud Adoption Framework

Establish the necessary framework to achieve balance and
deliver modernization with your people, processes, and
technology in Azure.

Your Guide to a Better Cloud Journey

FORSYTEIT.COM |  INFO@FORSYTEIT.COM |  844.587.4535 |  @FORSYTEIT

Contact Us or Your Microsoft Account Executive to Get Started.

Driving Digital Innovation.
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- Phases of the Cloud Adoption Framework -

Stragegy: Define business justification and
expected outcomes of adoption.

Plan: Align actionable adoption plans
to business outcomes.

Ready: Prepare the cloud environment
for the planned changes

Adopt: Define business justification and
expected outcomes of adoption.

Govern: Govern the environment and
workloads

Manage Operations management for
cloud and hybrid solutions

Forsyte helps you gain a clear understanding of how to use best-in-class
strategies in the cloud to achieve your technical and user experience goals. 

Introducing
Azure

Express!
(over for details)
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of leaders see digital
transformation as a

way of sparking
innovation and

finding efficiencies*

93%

Secure Methodology is central to the theme of security best practices and provides end-to-end
guidance for those looking to adopt Microsoft guidance for cloud environments. Security concerns have
surged to the forefront of many top priorities lists, building on feedback requesting a more security-
centric view, the Secure methodology will assist in defining the security aspect of your cloud journey.

Take advantage of the guidance Forsyte offers to define your strategy, make a plan, ready your
organization, adopt the cloud, govern, and manage your digital estate.

*Research Report, ISACA, Information Systems Audit and Control Association, 2018.

The Cloud Adoption Framework brings together cloud adoption best practices and provides tools,
guidance, and instruction to help shape technology, business, and people strategies for driving
business outcomes during your cloud adoption efforts. 

Understand the economics of the cloud and determine if the move is right for
you. Forsyte and Microsoft work in tandem to provide data-driven analysis and
recommendations in phases. Request additional information.

The Cloud Adoption Framework is a full lifecycle framework, supporting you throughout each
phase of adoption by providing methodologies and approaches to overcoming common blockers.

Journey to the Cloud with Forsyte.

 

Define Strategy

Understand motivations
Business outcomes

Business justification
Prioritize project

Plan

Digital estate
Initial org alignment
Skills readiness plan
Cloud adoption plan

Ready

Azure setup guide
First landing zone

Expand landing zones
Best practices

Adopt

Azure migration guide
Migration scenarios
Best practices
Process edits

Azure innovate guide
Innovation scenarios
Best practices
Process edits

Migrate Innovate

Govern

Methodology + Benchmark
Initial best practice +
Governance maturity

Manage

Business commitments
Operations baseline +

Operation maturity

Plan your Journey

Contact Us or Your Microsoft Account Executive to Get Started.
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New to Azure? Introducing Azure Express

Planning - Data Collection - Data Analysis - Cloud Recommendations

Align
Foundation

Accelerate
Adoption

Improve
Controls

Establish
Teams

Better align your business and technical strategies to ensure success.
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